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Abstract
Observations from the 2014 Arctic Clouds in Summer Experiment indicate that, in summer,
warm-air advection overmelting sea-ice results in a strong surfacemelting feedback forced by
a very strong surface-based temperature inversion and fog formation exerting additional heat
fluxon the surface.Here,we analyze this case further using a combinationof reanalysis dataset
and satellite products in a Lagrangian framework, thereby extending the view spatially from
the local icebreaker observations into a Langrangian perspective. The results confirm that
warm-air advection induces a positive net surface-energy-budget anomaly, exerting positive
longwave radiation and turbulent heat flux on the surface. Additionally, as warm andmoist air
penetrates farther into the Arctic, cloud-top cooling and surface mixing eventually erode the
surface inversion downstream. The initial surface inversion splits into two elevated inversions
while the air columns below the elevated inversions transform into well-mixed layers.

Keywords Arctic · Entrainment · Inversion · Lagrangian · Moist and warm air intrusion

1 Introduction

The Arctic near-surface temperature has increased more than twice as fast as the global
average in recent decades (Graversen et al. 2008; Francis andVavrus 2012; Cohen et al. 2014).
This phenomenon, known asArctic amplification (Serreze and Francis 2006), has contributed
to dramatic melting of Arctic sea-ice (Simmonds 2015), rapid decline of spring snow cover
(Derksen and Brown 2012), thawing of permafrost (Lawrence et al. 2008), and continued
retreat of Greenland’s ice sheet (Tedesco et al. 2013). Although many of the individual
processes contributing to Arctic amplification are understood, their relative importance and
interactions are poorly known (e.g., Vihma 2014).
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Several previous studies suggest that warm-and-moist-air intrusions (WaMAI) into the
Arctic from the south significantly contribute to Arctic amplification (Woods and Caballero
2016; Johansson et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2018; Messori et al. 2018; Naakka et al. 2019a).
Woods et al. (2013) found an increasing trend in winter WaMAIs and suggested that they
were linked to synoptic weather systems held in place by high-pressure blocking to the east.
Messori et al. (2018) associated significant warming across large areas of the central Arctic
withWaMAIs and found that the fraction of low clouds was almost doubled duringWaMAIs,
exerting a 20 W m−2 surface net-longwave-radiation anomaly. Surface warming was hence
induced not only by warm-air advection, but also by increased longwave emissivity of the
lower atmosphere. This was also found by Kapsch et al. (2013, 2016), who also linked
additional incoming longwave surface radiation to an earlier sea-ice melt onset and hence
a lower September ice extent. Climatologically, cloudiness was increased by 30% during
Arctic warm-air intrusions in Johansson et al. (2017), causing an additional radiative heating
(up to 0.15 K d−1) of the atmosphere.

Many studies have used statistics to relate anomalies in sea-ice to preceding anomalies in
meridional heat transport across some arbitrary high latitude (Graversen et al. 2008; Kapsch
et al. 2013; Johansson et al. 2017).Moreover, they often used anomalies of themeridional heat
flux across an arbitrary latitude as ametric to defineWaMAIs and theirwarming capacity. Few
studies have focused on the gradual effects of the air-mass transformation which changes the
properties of the intruding air mass, ultimately causing the surface warming duringWaMAIs.

Most WaMAI studies focus on winter, when solar radiation is small or zero and the
surface temperature is free to respond to changes in the surface energy budget, but only a
few explore the summer season. Komatsu et al. (2018) reported on aWaMAI over the Laptev
Sea in 2013 using soundings as well as simulations and concluded that the warm air glided
up over a polar dome of cold air, contributing to Arctic amplification by release of latent
heat as clouds formed in the ascending air. Tjernström et al. (2015) reported on a strong
WaMAI in the Siberian Sea in August 2014 during the Arctic Clouds in Summer Experiment
(ACSE). They described the formation of a very strong surface-based temperature inversion
and persistent fog as the warm air adjusted to the cold surface. Observations of the surface
energy budget showed that enhanced positive surface net-longwave radiation and downward
turbulent heat flux overcame attenuation of surface solar radiation by the fog, resulting in a
positive surface net-energy-budget anomaly. Sotiropoulou et al. (2018) used idealized large-
eddy simulations and concluded that advection of moisture, rather than of sensible heat, was
critical to the positive surface net energy budget.

Almost all available observations from the summer central Arctic boundary layer revealed
cloud-capped but well-mixed boundary-layer conditions (e.g., Tjernström et al. 2012;
Sotiropoulou et al. 2014; Brooks et al. 2017), quite different from the stably stratified and
often foggy conditions experienced in on-ice flow near the ice edge (Tjernström et al. 2019).
It was therefore hypothesized that cloud-top cooling, along with surface mixing, eroded the
surface inversion downstream and eventually the boundary layer transformed to the often-
observed well-mixed cloud-capped state. However, the in situ character of the observations
during ACSE prohibited an evaluation of the farther air-mass transformation over the ice,
and from observations alone it was difficult to close the energy balance and to determine the
relative contributions from advection, cloud formation, radiation, and turbulent mixing.

Most, if not all, field campaigns are Eulerian by default, and this shortcoming has been
discussed by Pithan et al. (2018). Herein, we use a combination of trajectories, satellite
products, and a reanalysis dataset to extend the local view from the observations on the
icebreaker Oden during ACSE to a Lagrangian perspective. The questions we seek to answer
here are: (1)What happens farther downstream; will the surface inversion erode and give way
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to a cloud-capped well-mixed boundary layer as hypothesized? (2) During ACSE the surface
inversion remained quasi-stationary for about a week; what boundary-layer or larger-scale
processes are mainly responsible for maintaining this very robust feature over time?

2 Data andMethod

The warm and moist intrusion case explored here was observed from 30 July to 7 August
2014, as Oden was navigating in melting multi-year sea-ice in the East Siberian Sea. Oden
was equipped with an extensive array of in situ and surface-based remote sensing instruments
and also carried out 6-hourly soundings. ACSE was described in detail by Sotiropoulou et al.
(2016), while the intrusion case was documented in Tjernström et al. (2015). Being ship-
borne, ACSE only observed the intrusion at a roughly constant distance from the Siberian
coast, as it crossed the eastward track of Oden.

To complement the detailed local observations, we use a combination of air-mass tra-
jectories, thermodynamic profiles, and cloud information from satellite sensors as well as
reanalysis to expand the domain.We here use the ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al. 2020), the
latest reanalysis from the European Centre forMediumRangeWeather Forecasts (ECMWF);
surface weather (SHIP) observations and soundings from Oden, as well as the satellite data
we use, have been assimilated in ERA5.

2.1 Trajectory Calculation and Data Interpolation

To explore both the origin and fate of the air masses, we calculated air-mass trajectories
2 days forward and 2 days backward from the location of Oden every 6 h (example shown in
Fig. 1), using ERA5wind fields and the algorithm fromWoods et al. (2013). Along the tracks
from the combined backward and forward trajectories, vertical profiles of temperature and
humidity were interpolated from the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) version 6, level
3 daily pan-Arctic satellite product (Chahine et al. 2006; Susskind et al. 2014; Devasthale
et al. 2016) at each 0.5-degree interval in latitude. We also interpolated cloud information
from the second edition of the satellite-derived climate data record (CLARA-A2) AVHRR
(Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer) satellite product (Karlsson et al. 2017) and
surface radiation from the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) (Wielicki
et al. 1996). From ERA5 we interpolated profiles of temperature, humidity, and their time
tendencies, in conjunction with profiles of cloud water, all on model levels, as well as all the
terms in the surface energy budget.

Using trajectories for an air-mass transformation study is complicated and onlyworkswell
in barotropic flow, where the trajectories at different altitudes will be stacked on top of each
other since theflowdoes not varywith height. Such ideal conditions, however, rarely exist and,
for example, Komatsu et al. (2018) found that the boundary-layer air and free-tropospheric
air had very different origins. Hence, a compromise is necessary, and focusing on the lower
atmosphere physics, we therefore calculate trajectories using different receptor/departure
heights, from 300 to 800 m, every 100 m (Fig. 1). Vertical cross-sections from the surface
to 2 km and surface fluxes are then interpolated along each of these trajectories and the final
results are the average from this ensemble of trajectories. It is important to understand that,
although cross-sections as presented will have altitude on one axis and latitude on the other,
they are not spatial cross-sections valid at a given time. They instead represent the atmosphere
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Fig. 1 Trajectories initialized at different heights, from 300 m (purple) to 800 m (red) at 100 m intervals above
Oden on 6 August 2014. The location of Oden is marked with black dots

as it might appear if one could have followed along a trajectory in a constant level balloon
releasing dropsondes along the way.

2.2 Evaluation of Energy-Budget Terms

To evaluate the different terms in the thermal energy equation, we will make use of the time
tendency terms related to physical processes from ERA5, and interpolate them along the
trajectories as previously described. The thermal energy equation is

Tt � ∂T
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Fig. 2 Time series of northward water–vapor flux (NWF, Unit: kg m−1 s−1) and sea ice concentration (SIC,
Unit: %) over East Siberian Sea (a) and Laptev Sea (b) in August 2014. The time period when WaMAI
happened is highlighted in green
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3 Results

3.1 Large-scale Atmospheric Setting

The East Siberian and Laptev Seas were exposed to an inflow of warm and moist air from
late July through a large part of August 2014—strongest in the first weeks and tapering off
with time. During this time, average sea-ice concentration decreased by about 20% (Fig. 2).
We used a northward water-vapour flux to indicate the strength of the WaMAI. During 3–5
August, the centre of WaMAI was located over the East Siberian Sea, but started to move
westward from 6 August; after about 8 August the WaMAI remained stationary over the
Laptev sea. TheWaMAIwas forced by a blocking high-pressure system near the Bering Strait
(Tjernström et al. 2015) and occurred on the western side of this circulation system (Fig. 3).
The centre of this blocking remained near theBering Sea during 3–5August (Fig. 3a), but then
expanded poleward and on 7 August extended across the pole (Fig. 3b). As the centre of the
blocking propagated northward, the warm and moist air also intruded farther into the Arctic
(Fig. 3e). Later the blocking high shifted slightly westward (Fig. 3c) and correspondingly
the core of the warm-and-moist air advection also switched from being located east of the
New Siberian Islands to their western side (Fig. 3f).

Oden was located to the east of the New Siberian Islands, gradually working its way
eastward. On 6 August, Oden entered into the centre of the blocking high-pressure system,
where it was still warm but much drier due to the subsidence (Tjernström et al. 2015). Thus,
Oden only observed a week-long WaMAI episode gradually tapering off. However, Oden
only intersected with the prolonged WaMAI for a limited time and then moved to the east,
while the WaMAI moved westward. Thus, the statements in Tjernström et al. (2015) about
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Fig. 3 In (a–c) colour shaded 850-hPa temperature (°C) and (d–e) northward water-vapor transport (kg m−1

s−1) with overlaid solid contours of the 500-hPa geopotential height (gpm), for (a, d) 4 August, (b, e) 7 August
and (c, f) 12 August, 2014

different phases of the intrusion was more a result of Oden’s changing position relative to
the blocking high than a manifestation of a temporal development of the intrusion.

3.2 Comparison Between the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder and ERA5

In Fig. 4, we first compare profiles from AIRS and ERA5 to soundings from Oden. ERA5
mostly captures the structure of temperature profiles in the warm-air advection; AIRS also
matches the soundings quite well, except on 4 August when the maximum temperature in
the surface inversion observed by AIRS is nearly 5 °C lower than in the soundings. However,
AIRS products have a poorer vertical resolution, with only six levels below 500 hPa. The
agreement with the soundings is generally poorer for humidity than for temperature, for both
ERA5 and AIRS; the latter especially fails to capture the humidity structure on both 3 and
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4 August. Apparently, ERA5 performs better than AIRS during this MaWAI case. However,
since the irradiances from AIRS are assimilated directly in ERA5, and not the retrieved
profiles, it is difficult to assess the similarities and discrepancies. It may simply be that the
weight of the sounding information is higher in the assimilation, given that there are so few
soundings in the Arctic and normally none over the Arctic Ocean. Comparing results from the
ECMWF operational data assimilation, essentially the same as in ERA5, for two other field
campaigns with and without assimilation of the soundings, Naakka et al. (2019b) showed a
large impact from assimilating soundings.

3.3 TheMaWAI Mean Structure from Satellite

Earlier than 6August, the trajectories indicate thatWaMAIs are not strong enough to penetrate
north of 80°N. Later, Odenmoves into the blocking high, while the air massmoving poleward
is dry. Therefore, for this study, we select the trajectory initiated at 0000 UTC on 6 August;
cross-sections along trajectories initiated at 0600UTC and 1200UTC on 6August are almost
same. Oden is then located at 73.53°N, 169.49°E. The trajectory tracks (Fig. 1) are relatively
close together despite being at different heights. The direction of the air mass at each height
changes from south-west to north-east in the vicinity of the coastline where a small trough
is located. The wind rotates anticlockwise with height over the land, which signals cold
advection. However, over the sea the flow rotates clockwise with height and fans out more,
signalling warm advection.

Figure 5 shows the average of cross-sections from AIRS satellite products along all the
trajectories in Fig. 1. The low spatial and temporal resolutions of the AIRS products filter
out many details but the initial surface inversion in both temperature and specific humidity
at the coastline is seen already from around 70°N. North of 70°N, the inversion altitude
increases dramatically and reaches a quasi-constant height (925 hPa, approximately 700 m)
at 72–73°N, allowing a new boundary layer to develop. The temperature in the inversion is
decreasing gradually, probably because of the turbulent mixing which will be discussed in
Sect. 3.5. The cross-section of specific humidity follows a similar development as tempera-
ture, with verymoist air above the inversion—a quite common situation in the summer Arctic
(e.g., Tjernström 2005; Sedlar et al. 2012). The moisture in the inversion is also gradually
decreasing, likely due to formation of cloud water, some of which precipitates out. North of
78°N the capping inversion becomes sporadic and the boundary-layer temperature decreases
as the elevated inversion disappears, possibly due to a reduction in low clouds.

Results from the CLARA products interpolated to the trajectory locations are shown
in Fig. 6. Around Oden’s location, the CLARA products indicate a relatively low cloud
fraction, much lower than the in situ observation. It is possible that AVHRR has a problem
distinguishing low clouds from the sea-ice. As thewarm air is advected farther into theArctic,
the cloud fraction and cloud top quickly rise deepening the boundary layer (Fig. 6). In contrast
to the cross-sections from AIRS (Fig. 5), this increase in cloud-top height continues north of
78–80°N, to much higher altitudes than the capping inversion in the AIRS. Possibly, there
may have been a higher cloud layer that shielded the lower boundary-layer cloud layer from
the view of the AVHRR satellite passive sensors; satellite imagery indicates some higher
clouds closer to the Pole (Tjernström et al. 2015, supplementary Fig. 1). Additionally, cloud
tops are not observed directly but are derived from satellite measured cloud-top temperature
along with a priori temperature profiles from a numerical model. Since the temperature
soundings from ACSE are available for assimilation, a priori model profiles should have
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Fig. 4 Daily mean (a–d) temperature and (e–h) humidity profile from ERA5, AIRS and Soundings, from 3 to
6 August 2014, respectively
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Fig. 5 Latitude–height cross-sections of (a) temperature (K) and (b) specific humidity (g kg−1) retrieved from
AIRS

Fig. 6 CLARA (a) cloud fraction (%) and (b) cloud top height (km) along trajectories

been relatively accurate, but with a sharp surface inversion, a small temperature error in the
satellite temperatures translate to a large error in cloud top.

3.4 TheMean Structure of Moist andWarm Air Intrusion in ERA5

Even though satellite observations can provide information on the mean state of the atmo-
sphere, they cannot reveal process information related to turbulence or radiation. FromERA5,
however, a multitude of diagnostics on temperature tendencies due to different physical
processes are available, allowing a separation of the contribution from different physical
processes, at least in the model.

The mean structure of the WaMAI from ERA5 is shown in Fig. 7. The flow of warm and
moist air appears slanted up over the cold and dry air over the ice in a front-like structure
(Fig. 7a, b), similar to the results in Komatsu et al. (2018). Consistent with the satellite
observations, the near-surface temperature is dramatically reduced as the air travels poleward,
especially when penetrating for over 2 days over the sea ice (Fig. 7a, b), where the surface
temperature is near 0 °C, diabatically constrained by the latent heat of melting. The cross-
section of potential temperature (Fig. 7c) indicates a deepeningwell-mixed layer downstream.
The depth of thewell-mixed layer near the surface increased gradually from near zero at 70°N
to over 400 m at 83°N (Fig. 7a, c). Interestingly, and in contrast to Komatsu et al. (2018),
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Fig. 7 Latitude–Height cross-sections of a temperature (K), b specific humidity (g kg−1), c potential temper-
ature (K) and d cloud liquid water concentration (g kg−1) interpolated from ERA5 along trajectories. The
coloured dots in (c), d are the trajectories, initiated from Oden’s position, at the height of 300–800 m

while trajectories (Fig. 7d) tilt upward, their slope is less than that of the isentropic surfaces
in Fig. 7c, and they also penetrate into the cloud layer. This indicates that the Komatsu et al.
(2018) conclusion, that there is a warm-air upglide on top of the Arctic cold dome, does not
represent the whole picture. Instead, the warm air is transformed by the sudden exposure to
the new surface conditions, although some ascent is also present.

Farther north, the maximum temperature as well as specific humidity is found at increas-
ingly higher altitude, and the signature of theWaMAI can be seen all the way to the end of the
trajectories, although the distinction becomes increasingly diffuse. Around 77°N the strong
single inversion splits up into two inversions in the model. As the warm air travels poleward,
the altitudes of both inversions increase but the upper inversion has a larger slope (Fig. 7a).
The temperature aloft decreases, likely due to longwave radiative cooling to space, while
specific humidity aloft decreases, likely by entrainment into the boundary layer followed by
cloud formation and release of precipitation.

Fog is formed slightly north of 70°N, with a top around 100–200 m (Fig. 7d) and stays up
to 72.5°N. Hence, the fog lifts to low clouds somewhat more rapidly than in the observations
(see Oden’s location in Fig. 4). The thickness of the cloud layer increases downstream, while
the cloud top gradually ascends almost linearly, reaching1 km at 83°N. The boundary-layer
depth, as diagnosed in ERA5, and liquid-water path (Fig. 8a, c) increase almost all the
way to the end of the trajectory. The main cloud layer remains associated with the upper
inversion while the boundary-layer depth is associated with the lower inversion. This type of
stratification, commonly known as cloud decoupling, is quite common in the Arctic (Shupe
et al. 2013; Sotiropoulou et al. 2014; Brooks et al. 2017). Precipitation (Fig. 8d) also starts
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Fig. 8 Several parameters analyzed from ERA5: a boundary-layer height (m), b sea-ice concentration (%),
c liquid-water path (g m−2) and d precipitation (mm day−1) divided into (green) large-scale and (red dashed)
convective averaged along the trajectories

at the ice edge and increases until to about 79°N, entirely made up by so-called large-scale
precipitation, in reality most likely drizzle or frozen drizzle, which is also common in the
summer Arctic. North of 79°N it becomes quasi-constant but north of 82°N there is a rapid
increase of convective precipitation.

Generally, there are both similarities and differences between the satellite observations and
ERA5. In principle, both show that warm and moist air is penetrating poleward over sea ice
and adapting to the new surface conditions. The boundary layer deepens in both datasets and
becomes more and more well mixed, supporting the hypothesis of Tjernström et al. (2019).
The most notable difference, however, between AIRS and ERA5 is the spatial structure of the
boundary-layer growth. The ERA5 boundary-layer growth is more or less linear all the way
to the end of the trajectories and its top ends up around 1 km, while the AIRS boundary layer
grows much faster initially but rolls off to a quasi-constant height of 925 hPa, roughly 700 m,
already around 74°N. A second difference is the split of the inversion in ERA5, where the
upper inversion ascends faster than the lower one forming a decoupled cloud system. AIRS
indicates that the cloudsmight dissipate in the highArctic, and the inversion disappears, while
ERA5 instead indicates the clouds thicken and convection becomes more active; except in
frontal systems convection is very rare over the Arctic sea ice.

3.5 The Atmospheric Energy Budget of Moist andWarm Air Intrusions

All terms in the thermal energy equation (Eq. 3) are evaluated along the trajectories with the
method introduced in Sect. 2.2 (Fig. 9). The temperature tendency due to all parametrized
physics in the model (Fig. 9a) generally cools the boundary layer, especially in the inver-
sions, with a slight warming inside the more well-mixed portions of the boundary layer. The
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Fig. 9 Latitude–height cross-sections of ERA5 a temperature tendency due to model physics, b temperature
advection, c longwave radiative heating, d latent heating, e turbulent heat, and f shortwave radiative heating
along the trajectories, all in K day−1. Black solid contours in in all panels are the mean temperature isolines

maximum local cooling rates reaches 30 K day−1 inside the inversion. This is, to a first
degree, balanced by temperature advection (Fig. 9b), indicating both that the situation is
quasi-stationary and that there is a gradual transformation of the air mass. For completeness,
the moisture advection is also shown in Fig. 10a. Until 83°N, the latter shows great structural
similarity to the temperature advection (Fig. 9b), however, farther north there is a strong
moistening of the air aloft, above the inversion, which is possibly connected to the initiation
of convective precipitation seen in Fig. 8d.

In the upper inversion, there is a large longwave radiative coolingwhich consequently cools
mainly the top of the upper cloud layer by 30–40 K day−1 (Fig. 9c). Longwave radiation
trapped below clouds simultaneously warms the layer below the lower inversion slightly, due
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Fig. 10 Same as Fig. 9 but for a moisture advection (g kg−1 day−1), (b) temperature advection + temperature
tendency due to model physics (K day−1), along the trajectories. Black contours represent temperature (K) in
(b) and specific humidity in (a)

to the greenhouse effect of the clouds. This strong cooling contributes to intensifying the
vertical temperature gradients at cloud top (Fig. 9a).

Entrainment mixes warmer and moister air from aloft down into the boundary layer where
it is cooled and saturated, contributing to the growth of clouds, the increasing altitude of the
cloud top, precipitation, and the release of latent heat. This entrainment mixing is highlighted
with a blue quadrilateral in Fig. 9e. Hence, in the cloud, water vapour condensation releases
latent heat that caused a local warming of around 10–20 K day−1, larger than expected,
possibly due to the very large supply of water vapour being mixed in from the air aloft
(Fig. 9d). This partly offset the longwave radiative cooling. The upper cloud layer also
absorbed shortwave radiation (Fig. 9f). However, the shortwave radiative heating is much
smaller than both the longwave radiative cooling and the latent heating (<10 K day−1)
(Fig. 9f).

The temperature tendency due to the vertical divergence of turbulent heat flux is also
small, < ±10 K day−1 (Fig. 9e). It has the largest impact in the lower inversion where it is
a cooling factor while the air nearest to the ground is slightly warmed. As the boundary-
layer depth increases and the layer below the inversion becomes more and more well-mixed,
warmer air is drawn down from the inversion to the surface, thereby cooling the layer in the
inversion and warming the lower boundary layer.

3.6 The Surface Energy Budget Below theMoist andWarm Air Intrusions

In summer, the surface energy budget is expected to be positive overmuch of theArcticOcean
which is indeed why the sea-ice is decreasing. At this time of the year, early August, clouds
over sea ice with a sufficiently high albedo usually warm the surface (Sedlar et al. 2011)
compared to clear conditions, which is known as a positive cloud radiative effect. Tjernström
et al. (2015, 2019) argues that in a WaMAIs we expect an additional surface warming,
caused by the sum of the additional net surface longwave radiation, from the warmer than
usual high-emissivity cloudy air, and the downward turbulent heat flux overwhelming the
expected deficit net surface solar radiation due to the low clouds.

In the following, we define a surface flux as positive when directed towards the surface.
Along the WaMAI trajectories, the anomalies of turbulent surface sensible (sshf), latent heat
fluxes (slhf), and the net thermal radiation (str) turned to be positive (Fig. 11a). The anomalies
of sshf and slhf change abruptly already over the open water, while the net thermal radiation
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Fig. 11 (a) surface sensible heat flux (sshf, green line), surface latent heat flux (slhf, blue line) and surface net
thermal radiation (str, red line) along the trajectories. (b) surface net shortwave radiation (ssr, yellow line) and
surface total energy budget (black line) along the trajectories. (c) surface net thermal radiation (str, red line)
in ERA5 and its counterpart in CERES product (black dash line). (d) surface solar radiation (ssr, yellow line)
in ERA5 and its counterpart in CERES product (black dash line). The unit is J m−2 in all figures

changes more gradually. All of them remain positive to the end of the trajectories. The
anomaly of net solar radiation (ssr) has two large positive signals near the ice edge and near
81°N, respectively. These large signals may only happen with a deficit in cloudiness; in fact,
the median of the estimated shortwave cloud-radiative effect from the Oden observations is
only− 50Wm−2, and losing all the cloudswould increase the surface net shortwave radiation
by only 20–100 Wm−2 (not shown). This would also be inconsistent with the liquid-water
path in Fig. 8c, which is of the same order of magnitude as the observation on Oden. As the
clouds in the model continuously grow optically thicker from 72.5°N, less and less shortwave
radiation can pass through the clouds, while from 78.5°N clouds started to lose more cloud
water by more large-scale precipitation (Fig. 8c, d), and more solar radiation can reach the
surface again (Fig. 11b). Combining all the terms in the surface energy budget, the net results
shows a strong positive anomaly at 72–76°N, and remains positive to the end of the trajectory
although with a weaker local maximum around 82°N. Solar radiation in the CERES satellite
product (ssr_ceres) has a tendency similar to ERA5 but is even higher (Fig. 11d). Longwave
radiation in CERES (str_ceres) is, however, very different from that in ERA5. Generally,
in this MaWAI, positive turbulence heat fluxes and net thermal radiation contribute to the
positive net surface energy budget anomaly.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have developed a methodology in the spirit of Pithan et al. (2018), allowing
us to follow an air mass and identify its development when warm and moist air traverses
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Fig. 12 Conceptual graph for the warm-air-mass transmission over melting sea-ice

northward. Figure 12 encapsulates our results. The boundary layer is transformed from a
stably stratified surface inversion into a well-mixed layer by surface turbulent mixing while
the upper layer develops with strong cloud-top cooling. Both layers grow in thickness as the
MaWAI penetrates farther into Arctic. Entrainment at cloud top contributed to the growth of
clouds by transporting warmer air and moisture into the cloud. As clouds grow, the cl top
ascends and the inversion is eventually separated into two—eachwith a relatively well-mixed
layer below. The changes in the air column as it moves northward are balanced by advection
from the south, and the situation is nearly stationary on the time scale of a few days.

We try to answer the two questions posed in the Introduction.

1. What happens even farther downstream; will the surface inversion erode and give way to
a shallow cloud-capped well-mixed boundary layer as hypothesized?
Although the vertical structure is slightly different in AIRS and ERA5, both indicate that
the surface inversion is eroded and gives place for a well-mixed boundary layer as the air
travels north over the sea ice, offering support to the hypothesis. Although trajectories
ascend northward, there is no “upglide over the cold polar dome” as previously suggested.
The ERA5 development, with the split into a decoupled stratocumulus, is plausible, and
multiple evidence suggest that decoupled clouds are common in the Arctic; however, this
structure is not present in AIRS even if satellite data are essentially the only information
assimilated at the highest latitudes. The WaMAI anomalies in ERA5 remain all the
way to the end of the trajectory calculations. It is contrary to the hypothesis formulated
in Tjernström et al. (2019), which assumes that the transformation of the air would
relax back to climatology. In hindsight, this hypothesis unfairly compares the central
Arctic climatology to the near ice-edge extremes. In summary, more work is needed to
understand the far effects of WaMAIs on the high Arctic.
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2. The observed surface inversion near the ice edge was quasi-stationary for about a week;
what boundary-layer or larger-scale processes are mainly responsible for maintaining
this very robust feature?
The analysis of ERA5 shows that temperature tendency due to turbulent, radiative, and
phase-transition effects is mostly balanced by temperature advection, for an almost sta-
tionary case. The dominating terms in the thermal budget of the atmosphere are warm-air
advection and longwave radiative cooling, as was previously expected (e.g., Tjernström
et al. 2015). However, the release of latent heat during cloud formation contributes sub-
stantially and is the largest secondary effect, while shortwave radiation and turbulent
heat-flux divergence play minor roles.

We have suggested a method for taking studies of warm and moist intrusions, or Arctic
atmospheric rivers, from the common Eulerian framework to Lagrangian setting, and have
illustrated the usefulness of combining field observations with routine satellite observations
and reanalysis. We have found that this is not straightforward since both the satellite obser-
vations and the model used in the reanalysis have their own set of shortcomings in the central
Arctic and more air-mass-transformation studies are necessary for a better understanding of
WaMAIs.

There is also a need formore detailed observations of such events. Field campaigns need to
start considering the Lagrangian description of developing atmospheric processes, possibly
using aircraft tracking and revisiting the same air mass multiple times in a way that has not
happened much since the Atlantic Stratocumulus Transition Experiment (ASTEX) (Albrecht
et al. 1995) or the Aerosol Characterization Experiment (ACE) (Bates et al. 1998).
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